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“Readers will be enthralled . . . [by] this accessible, you-are-there saga.” —The Horn Book

Inspired by fact, this coming-of-age story offers a vivid picture of the rebuilding of and life behind the curtain at Shakespeare's Globe Theatre.

Discussion Questions

All the World’s a Stage is written in five acts with scenes for each. Discuss why you think the author chose to structure the novel this way. What significance do the chapter titles have?

Shakespeare’s plays include comedies, tragedies, and histories. Which do you think best describes All the World’s a Stage?

What circumstances led Kit to live on his own on the streets of London? Besides being “cutpurses,” what were other options for orphans in Elizabethan England?

Why does Kit at first prefer living on the streets to working at the theater, and why does he later decide to return?

Shakespeare often used the theme of appearance vs. reality in his plays. In what ways is that theme used in All the World’s a Stage?

In Shakespeare’s time, women’s roles were played by boys. Why do you think there were no actresses?

When Kit tells Molly, “At least you have got good luck now” (p. 41), she replies, “‘Tis not Luck.” What does she mean, and how does Kit learn the truth of her words?

Kit asks Will Shakespeare why he buys broadsides in the marketplace. Shakespeare responds, “Everything is food for my plays” (p. 45) and adds, “You are writing a play too, lad, the play of your life” (p. 46). Discuss how this theme, echoing the book’s title, is demonstrated throughout the novel.

Kit and Molly discuss fate. Kit quotes Shakespeare, who called Romeo and Juliet “star-crossed lovers.” “Twas their fate to die” (p. 122). But in his later play Julius Caesar, Shakespeare paraphrases Molly’s belief. “The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves . . .” (I, ii, 140–141). These contradictory statements echo much of Kit’s conflict throughout the novel. What role, if any, did fate play in Kit’s life?

Shakespeare spends his days building a frame of words. Master Street builds buildings. What influenced Kit’s final decision regarding his life’s path?
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